Old Admin Flickerstrip <old_admin@flickerstrip.com>

Request for Refund
14 messages
Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 10:26 AM
To: julian@flickerstrip.com
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>
Julian,

My name it Thomas Alvord. I oversee the entire marketing team. I’m also a cofounder here at Funded Today.

I was asked to look into your campaign. You said you would like either a full or partial refund. The reason you are asking
for a refund, based on your email, is as follows:

1.

I was under the impression that my project had a relatively good chance of success.

2. Dave mentioned in a conversation that projects that pass FT validation without a solid lookalike audience are rare if
not nonexistant.
3.

Flickerstrip is, quite frankly, a completely different market from Luminoodle.

4. From what I've heard from Dave, it sounds like niche projects like Flickerstrip are in general, not what Funded Today
has experienced a lot of success with.
5.

Please understand that I'm a onemanshow

Let’s discuss each one of these points in succession.

Point #1: Under impression you had a good chance of success
We try to make extremely clear that there is a good likelihood it will NOT work. This is why we have the Due Diligence
Understanding Addendum, which I have attached for your reference. On the second paragraph which you initialed, you
specifically stated that “I understood that regardless of anything any Client Specialist or Representative at Funded Today
has ever told me, there is still a good likelihood Funded Today will not be able to raise my project any money, even after
Funded Today’s best efforts.”

I am not sure how more clear we could have made it? If you have any ideas, I am welcome to hear them. Because we
have different reps, we try to make it very clear that “regardless of anything any Client Specialist or Representative at
Funded Today has ever told [you]” that there is “still a good likelihood Funded Today will not be able to raise my project
any money.”

The only sense in which you had a good chance of success it that if anyone was going to get paid marketing to work, it is
Funded Today. We have worked on more campaigns than anyone in the entire world. I don’t say that to brag, but to
convey to you that we know what we are doing. For campaigns big or small, if anyone is going to find a way to get it to
convert and work, it’s Funded Today.

Point #2: You need a solid lookalike to pass validation. Without one, validation is rare if nonexistant.
What Dave said here is not true. While it’s always easier to find the right demographics and to get a better ROI with a
solid lookalike, it’s not necessary. We have had many campaigns in which we have not had a solid lookalike audience but
still raised the campaign a lot of money. And on the flip side, we have had many campaigns where we do in fact have a
solid lookalike audience, but are unable to raise money. So as a general rule, having a good lookalike increases the
probability of success, yet the lookalike isn’t the beall endall of a campaign.

Point #3: Flickerstrip is completely different from Luminoodle.
I’ll agree with you that Flickerstrip is different than Luminoodle. Yet, that doesn’t mean it’s a bad audience to run to.

Unless you have a list of actual customers who have bought your specific product, any other lookalike audience obviously
will be different from your specific product in some degree. In this case, our marketing team thought they were similar
enough to give it a try. And using that audience, they did generate 3 sales for a total of $259. So to say we failed in our
marketing, or totally used a bad audience is inaccurate. We always test multiple audiences to see how they perform.

To explain just a little bit more, let me share an example about Basics Wallet. They run a substantial amount of facebook
ads. I was the one who personally taught them how to effectively use lookalike audiences. They do about $100,000 in
revenue every month, primarily driven from facebook ads. You might be surprised to learn that they use lookalike
audiences that are related in only the slightest or remotest way to their wallet, but still find success and good ROI.

So while Flickerstrip is different from Luminoodle, there was a decent chance the audience would perform well. We tested
it. It performed decently, but belwo what we needed it to perform to be able to scale.

Point 4: Niche projects are not what we have success in
Actually, all we ever have success in is niche projects.

First, everything on Kickstarter is in a niche category. Whether it’s a watch, a wallet, luggage, etc. those are all niche
projects, and we have had success in the majority of them.

Second, if you are defining a niche product as a product category that we have never run before, these are actually 50/50
toss ups. One the one hand, it might be the type of product that converts well; then again it might not convert well. Yet on
the other hand, if it does convert well, because we have never run that specific type of product before, if it does work, it is
going to work really well because all the facebook audiences are fresh!

Take for example Xpand. We had never run anything for shoe laces before. It was a tossup. Would it work, or would it
not? Well, it did work. And because we had NEVER run shoe laces before, the audiences hadn’t been saturated with
Kickstarter ads about shoe laces. So it did really well.

On the other hand, take a product like a wallet. Have we run wallets before? Yes. Have we raised a lot of money for
wallets before? Yes. So there is a good chance we’ll be able to raise money for another wallet next time around. But it’s a
double edged sword, because if we run another wallet, and we have known audiences that like wallets, it’s hard, because
those audience have already been hit up with Kickstarter ads for wallets before.

So sometimes a niche product does not work because it’s simply the type of product that doesn’t perform well with
facebook ads. On the other hand, if a niche product does work, it can perform super well because nobody on facebook
has ever seen that type of product before!

So niche products are exactly what we can have the most success in.

Point 5: It’s just you
I commend you for being so diligent and working so hard. Really. Anyone who has the discipline and diligence to move
forward and launch a Kickstarter is to be commended. It takes a lot of work. Even more so when you do it alone.

While I can understand it might be more difficult because it’s just you, so you are fronting any/all costs, on the flip side the
reward is proportionate. If you get this product, or any subsequent product to really kill it, you will be the one, and only
one, who cashes out on all the profit.

As an example on the flipside, I’ve known Kickstarter projects that have 5 or more founders. If they have a campaign that
raises $250,000, and their profit is $25,000 after all is said and done, really each founder (assuming their equity is equal),
is each only getting $5,000. For a $250,000 campaign then they are each getting only 2% of what the entire project
raised. Whereas, if it was just one founder, $25,000 goes completely into his pocket only, and he makes 10% of what his
overall campaign raised.

Conclusion
To summarize, we ran the marketing just as we would any other campaign. There were a total of 11 different audiences
we tested. Luminoodle was simply one element of audience that we tested. Our entire team would have loved raise you
more money. Unfortunately we didn’t. However, there is nothing we did, or didn’t do, that was a dereliction of our duty or
how we should have run your campaign that would justify a refund.

For the audiences that performed well, for every $1 we spent, we raised about $2. Had this ratio been slightly better, such
as $1 spent equated to $3 raised, we could have scaled your campaign and raised you more. It was very close. It was
right on the edge. But if we are spending $1 to raise $2, you would have needed to pay us 50% of what we raised. I
imagine that wouldn’t have worked for your margins.

All in all, yours was a good campaign. You have a good project, especially for your first campaign ever. Your campaign will
probably raise $20,000. That is fantastic. But in terms of the ROI on paid media, it barely missed the cut off, even after our
best efforts.

I’ll give you a little tip, if this might help in some way. This will probably raise you an extra $2,000 to $3,000 and help
recoup your costs. Go to www.Kickbooster.me ask them about their pledge manager. They are just rolling it out. It helps
creators manage all of their pledges for fulfillment. Additionally, they have a built in upsell function. Because they are just
rolling it out, they aren’t charging anyone upfront. If your campaign does $20,000 on Kickstarter, you will probably do
another $3,000 in upsells on their platform. So in addition to managing all your pledges for free, they’ll help generate more
sales for you. I think they charge on the backend for any sales they are able to generate.

I hope that helps in some small way Julian. Best of luck on the remainder of your campaign.

Sincerely,

Thomas Alvord
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Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 12:38 PM
To: Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>
Hey Thomas,
Thank you for your thorough email covering all of the points that I put forward.
I don't however feel that you've adequately accounted for what I see as misleading me. I did read what I signed, and I do
respect the clause that states “regardless of anything any Client Specialist or Representative at Funded Today has ever
told [you]” that there is “still a good likelihood Funded Today will not be able to raise my project any money.”
However, this is not about what Lisa DID tell me, this is about what Lisa DID NOT tell me. In fact, I specifically remember
asking her whether there are any factors that I need to consider that would influence my chance to succeed. I consider
omitting the fact that "it's always easier to find the right demographics and to get a better ROI with a solid lookalike" and that
Luminoodle was your best lookalike to be extremely dishonest.

Your comment about Luminoodle being similar falls completely flat. Did you try advertising Flickerstrip to people who
showed an interest in beauty products? No? Why not? Because it's extremely unlikely that they would be interested. By
the same token Luminoodle should not have been tried. I think that your marketing team hastily looked over Flickerstrip,
decided that it was long and lights up and that was good enough for you to make it look like Luminoodle.
Let me reiterate: Luminoodle is appealing to people who want light while camping away from their home. Flickerstrip is
appealing to people who want decorations that connect to their home WiFi network and let you program them.
Selling one to the other is like selling an exacto knife to a a cullinary audience and saying.. "but it's sharp like that steak
knife you just bought, surely it's something you need"
Again, thank you for the long email and for the advice, but I'd still like a refund. I think that you omitted information that
was critical to my decision to engage in business with you.
If I do not hear from you within 24 hours, I will assume that you've ignored my request and are still refusing me a refund.
To be honest, I'm surprised that you don't think the bad press will cost you more than $3500 given how valuable each of
your successful validations are. But who am I to judge your business decisions.
[Quoted text hidden]

Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 12:42 PM
To: Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>

So you want me to lose money because your project didn’t convert well?

If I give you a refund I lose money. We have our ad costs. We have our ads team. We have our time we have spent on
your campaign.

And so you realize, Luminoodle was not the best audience. There were other audiences that converted better.
Luminoodle was the second best converting audience.

You are welcome to try to go get press, though I feel that is a bit immature, given that we did everything we said we
would.

Thomas

From: Julian Hartline [mailto:julian@flickerstrip.com]
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2016 1:38 PM
To: Thomas Alvord
Cc: Funded Today Support; Lisa  Funded Today; Zach Smith  CEO  Funded Today
Subject: Re: Request for Refund
[Quoted text hidden]

Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 12:55 PM
To: Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>
No, I want a refund because you deceived me into buying your service by omitting information that was key to my decision
process.
I don't think it's immature to tell my story to warn other creators of the information that you are not forthcoming with. In
fact, as a consumer it's my responsibility to report on things like this.
I don't think it's too much to ask for you to take responsibility for your company's omission. If that means taking a financial
hit, so be it.
I see $768.00 worth of pledges, you claimed a ROI of $2 for every $1 you spent. Assuming that this is accurate, you spent
no more than $400 on my campaign. I expect you spent some labor as well. Lisa said that you spend about 20 man hours
on validation. Let's be generous and call that $800 in manhours for a total of $1200. I propose you refund me the amount
of $2300.
Julian
[Quoted text hidden]

Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 12:58 PM
To: Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>
In fact, I specifically remember asking her whether there are any factors that I need to consider that would influence my
chance to succeed. I consider omitting the fact that "it's always easier to find the right demographics and to get a better ROI
with a solid lookalike" and that Luminoodle was your best lookalike to be extremely dishonest.

We didn’t omit any facts. For the majority of the clients we work with, this is ALWAYS the case. We don’t have great
lookalike audiences to work with. Nonetheless, there is still a good chance we can still make the marketing work. In
your case, we were very, very close. We had a $1 to $2 ROI. We needed a $1 to $3 to scale. So all in all, it was
successful, just not at the margin that we could continue and scale.

Thomas

From: Julian Hartline [mailto:julian@flickerstrip.com]
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2016 1:38 PM
To: Thomas Alvord
Cc: Funded Today Support; Lisa  Funded Today; Zach Smith  CEO  Funded Today
Subject: Re: Request for Refund

Hey Thomas,
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 1:07 PM
To: Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>
I don't think my proposed refund is unreasonable. It compensates you fairly for the work that you have done.
Do you disagree that "it's always easier to find the right demographics and to get a better ROI with a solid lookalike" and
that Luminoodle was your best lookalike are things that would have been critical for me to make my decision to start
validation?
Or do you disagree that failing to inform me of information critical to my decision ahead of time is grounds for a refund?
Julian
[Quoted text hidden]

Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 3:37 PM
To: Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>

Julian,

With every campaign we work with we never have perfect lookalikes, unless the client itself already has a list.

We have made campaigns work that otherwise had no promising lookalikes. There was nothing we failed to disclose,
as you allege.

Thomas

From: Julian Hartline [mailto:julian@flickerstrip.com]
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2016 2:08 PM

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 3:44 PM
To: Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>
Luminoodle isn't just a "not perfect" lookalike. It's a completely different audience.
Luminoodle supporters are about as good a match for Flickerstrip as people who are interested in cosmetics.
You continue to refuse to address my concerns and instead repeat the same line again and again with no support what
soever. The fact of the matter is that if I had known that your best lookalike audience was Luminoodle, I wouldn't have
hired you. That is my judgement to make and you denied me the opportunity to make that judgement by not informing me
properly.
My partial refund request is not unreasonable. It pays for both your time and your advertisements. You are still profiting off
of me as a client of yours, just not quite as much.
Julian
[Quoted text hidden]

Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 3:50 PM
To: Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>

Julian. Luminoodle gave a $1 to $2 ROI. That is very good.

It’s not about having an audience that is exactly the same. It’s something that is similar in at least one element, in this
case, it was lighting. When we run custom audiences and lookalike audiences those are just one part of the targeting,
even the interest targeting.

I have raised over $50 million using facebook marketing. I don’t see why you, who has no experience whatsoever in
advertising, keep saying that Luminoodle was a bad audience. It wasn’t. It gave a $1 to $2 ROI.

Additionally, we ran other audiences in addition to Luminoodle. Some did better, others did worse. Your campaign
simply didn’t convert at the level we needed it to for scaling.

I will still discuss the partial refund with our team.

Thomas

From: Julian Hartline [mailto:julian@flickerstrip.com]
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2016 4:44 PM

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 3:57 PM
To: Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded
Today <zach@funded.today>
Thomas,
I'm not out to cost you a huge financial hit. How about 50/50 for $1750?
If you'd really like a response though, Flickerstrip is more about decoration than lighting. It does emit light, but the main
idea is that you can build your own LED decorations. Luminoodle is about providing light to see by while camping.
Thank you for your willingness to discuss the refund with the team.
Julian
[Quoted text hidden]

Zach and Thomas  Funded Today <support@funded.today>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 4:20 PM
To: Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>, Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Cc: Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded Today <zach@funded.today>
Hi Julian,

Regardless of your beliefs about Luminoodle, we can agree to disagree on that point.
Here’s our stronger point: We have a lookalike audience of past crowdfunding backers. That list is roughly 865,000
people strong.
We ran tests of statistical significance to that particular audience and it also did not achieve statistical significance.
Here is why that is important: This list ALWAYS converts for campaigns/projects we raise hundreds of thousands or even
millions of dollars
for. ALWAYS. Sadly, for your project, this list did not convert (As I’ve mentioned above).

Here’s our strongest argument and one I always lean to: Why would we want to not succeed for your campaign? You do
realize we’ve raised over $200,000 in JUST THE LAST 48 hours for this campaign, right?

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/spinegymstrongbackandabsforlife#/

At 35%, that’s a Total Gross Profit for our company of $70,000. That palls in comparison to the 40+ hours we worked on
your campaign, and the marketing ad spend we spent on your campaign for your $3,500 due diligence. We frankly have
ZERO incentive to “take your money and run” or “mislead” you as you seem to be indicating. Our goal is ALWAYS the
same and ALWAYS very simple: “To raise our Clients as much money as possible, through every legal and ethical means
possible.” This is what we tried to do with your project/campaign. And, despite our best efforts, your
product/project/campaign did not resonate with all of the audiences we tested. That “Luminoodle Lookalike” was only one
of many audiences we tested (And, our “Master Audience” is the strongest and best audience we have.” Like I
mentioned above: “This list ALWAYS converts for campaigns/projects we raise hundreds of thousands or even millions of
dollars or. ALWAYS. Sadly, for your project, this list did not convert.”

I know that “argument” kind of is frustrating to hear. However, our company was and is the best company to run your
crowdfunding marketing campaign. Simply put, because we could not raise you money, no company could. I stand by
that statement. Your project/campaign/idea simply does not pass product validation. And, as hard as that is to hear, it’s
something that you can leverage and use to your advantage as you tweak and pivot to something that WILL SUCCEED
the next time you run a crowdfunding campaign.

That’s exactly what Don Wilder did, of Timberline Belts, when he launched his Apex Laptop stand of “failing” on his belt.
Both times, he hired Funded Today. I hope such will be the case for you.
Until then, best of luck in your entrepreneurial endeavors! It’s a rough life, but the successes, when they happen, far
outweigh the “failures.” And, it’s only a failure when you fail to keep trying.

My Very Best Always,

Zach Smith
CEO
Funded Today

From: Julian Hartline [mailto:julian@flickerstrip.com]
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2016 4:44 PM
To: Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Cc: Funded Today Support <support@funded.today>; Lisa - Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>; Zach
Smith - CEO - Funded Today <zach@funded.today>
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Fri, May 27, 2016 at 4:47 PM
To: Zach and Thomas  Funded Today <support@funded.today>
Cc: Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded Today
<zach@funded.today>
Hey Zach,
I absolutely agree with you on that point about wanting my campaign to succeed. Please believe me when I say that I
don't fault you for any malicious or intentional failure to raise money for my campaign. All I'm saying is that for when
deciding to enter into validation, I'm the one putting myself on the line. Every validation that you perform is a win for you. It
costs you far less to validate than you gain even when validation fails and each validation has a potential for very high
rewards for you.
From my side things are different. $3500 is a lot to drop on something that may or may not actually help my campaign at
all. Because of that, it's very important for me to make the right decision on whether or not to enter validation or not. To
make this decision, I need to gather as much information as I can and really make a good judgement on whether or not
my campaign is likely to succeed. That's why hearing that lookalike audiences are such a significant part of your
advertising success and that an inappropriate (in my mind) Lookalike audience was used.
I don't disagree that your efforts have indicated that social media paid advertising may not be the way to go for Flickerstrip
or that my product may just be completely unmarketable based on your validation process. But I strongly feel that I was

not provided the information that I needed to make the decision to validate.
In the future, I think that you should include in your presigning discussion a list of things that contribute largely to the
success of your successful campaigns. That list should include an email list to generate a lookalike audience of sufficient
similarity OR significant similarity to a campaign that you've successfully validated.
Even if you don't end up refunding me anything, I think that it's your responsibility to your future clients to adequately
inform them before they decide to validate with you.
In other news, I'm quite optimistic about the efforts that the new marketing company that I'm working with is making. In
less than 70 sessions, one of their ads already has 2 purchases for almost a 3% conversion rate and $2 per session.
Obviously, I'll keep you posted on how it performs as it's obviously too early to tell for sure.. but needless to say, I'm not
entirely convinced that if you can't do it, nobody can.
Julian
[Quoted text hidden]

Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>
Thu, Jun 2, 2016 at 9:54 AM
To: Zach and Thomas  Funded Today <support@funded.today>
Cc: Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>, Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded Today
<zach@funded.today>
Hey Guys,
I hope you had a pleasant memorial day weekend.
Could you please provide me an update on this request.
Julian
[Quoted text hidden]

Thomas Alvord <thomas@funded.today>
Sat, Jun 4, 2016 at 2:09 AM
To: Julian Hartline <julian@flickerstrip.com>, Zach and Thomas  Funded Today <support@funded.today>
Cc: Lisa  Funded Today <lisa@funded.today>, Zach Smith  CEO  Funded Today <zach@funded.today>

Julian,

Thanks for the follow up email.

I did have a good weekend. I hope you had a good weekend as well, even though we are already to the next weekend.

Congrats on your last ﬁnal days. Looks like you’ll have a strong ﬁnish.

We have discussed your request multiple times. After reviewing everything, we will be unable to give a refund, per our
policies.

Sincerely,
Thomas Alvord

From: Julian Hartline [mailto:julian@flickerstrip.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2016 10:55 AM
To: Zach and Thomas  Funded Today
Cc: Thomas Alvord; Lisa  Funded Today; Zach Smith  CEO  Funded Today
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

[Quoted text hidden]

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

